TIMES SQUARE CELEBRATES OFFICIAL SPRING OPENING OF NEW PEDESTRIAN PLAZAS
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Plans Announced For New NYC-Based Programming Featuring Design, Public Art, Food, & Entertainment

New York, NY (April 19, 2017) – The Times Square Alliance, Councilmembers Daniel Garodnick and Corey Johnson, the NYC Department of Transportation, the Department of Design and Construction, and Snøhetta today celebrated the grand opening of the Times Square pedestrian plazas with the announcement of new and enhanced programming for the spaces. The new plazas and extended sidewalks add 110,000-square-feet of new pedestrian space to Times Square, transforming the area from one of New York’s most notoriously congested spaces into a radically open civic square.

To take advantage of these new public spaces, and add to the excitement and vibrancy of Times Square, the Times Square Alliance has developed a programming plan including arts, music, entertainment, food, and more – which will enliven the area for the hundreds of thousands of people that pass through the plazas daily.

“These completed plazas, and our plans for them, will allow Times Square to be a hub that captures and celebrates New York City’s culture, in every sense of that word: our artistic and creative culture, our popular culture, and our diverse cultures,” said Tim Tompkins, President of the Times Square Alliance. “We want these plazas to be a place by, of and for New Yorkers, that we can then share proudly with the rest of the world.”

"Times Square will always be the Crossroads of the World, and today's announcement cements its position as one of the greatest public spaces in the City of New York," said Council Member Dan Garodnick. "110,000 square feet of pedestrian plazas goes a long way towards creating a more open, vibrant, and safe Times Square for both visitors and New Yorkers alike."

“With the opening of these plazas, the most iconic destination in the world is going to be even more vibrant, more activated and more accommodating than ever,” said Council Member Corey Johnson. “With arts and entertainment, food markets and activities from yoga to interactive exhibitions, the new Times Square really has something for everybody. I’m so thrilled with the incredible work that’s gone into activating and improving this space, and I thank Tim Tompkins, his team at the Times Square Alliance and my fellow elected officials for all of their outstanding efforts.”

“Times Square’s transformation into a pedestrian plaza made it an amazing, special place – but it needed ground rules and investment to turn an innovative pilot into a mature public space,” said Manhattan Borough President Gale A. Brewer. “It’s thrilling to see that investment come to fruition. Thanks to the Times Square Alliance, the administration, and my colleagues
Councilmembers Dan Garodnick and Corey Johnson, we have made Times Square a lasting public plaza that should be exciting and safe for years to come.”

“Conceived as a project whose success would be measured not only by its new aesthetic but also the long-term physical, psychological and economic benefits on its community, the reinvention of Times Square stands as a model for how the design of our urban landscapes can improve health and well-being of its users while providing an important stage for public gathering,” said Craig Dykers, Architect and Founding Partner of Snøhetta.

“With a growing business district and tens of thousands of creative professionals working in this area, it is only natural to create a space reflective of the community for everyone to enjoy,” said Luis Sanchez, Manhattan Borough Commissioner, New York City Department of Transportation. “This plaza’s redesign and amenities are a great reflection of what make this city unique and one of the greatest in the world.”

“The redesign of Times Square was from the ground up and completely rebuilt the infrastructure in the area, adding to the new pedestrian plazas electrical access and other conveniences that make it easier to stage live performances and events,” said Department of Design and Construction Commissioner Feniosky Peña-Mora. “This project is a major element of the history of Times Square, the most iconic pedestrian plaza in the world, and we are very pleased with the public’s reaction to the expanded space and new features.”

“When people think of New York City, Times Square is one of the first places that comes to mind, and this new pedestrian plaza helps bring the neighborhood together,” said Gregg Bishop, Commissioner of the NYC Department of Small Business Services. “Vibrant, active public spaces strengthen our communities and make them a real destination. We are proud to partner with the Times Square Alliance and support what is truly world-renowned work.”

"This grand re-opening and expansion of the Times Square Plazas and the announcement of new programming provide a perfect moment to step back and take a look at how much New York has accomplished in the effort to create livable streets for people, in the nation's most pedestrian-dense city,” said Paul Steely White, Executive Director of Transportation Alternatives. "We thank Mayor de Blasio and DOT Commissioner Trottenberg for standing firm and continuing the transformation of our public spaces, especially this iconic location, and the Times Square Alliance for working to realize what it so aptly describes as a 'radically open civic square.'"

"Our public plazas provide the perfect stage upon which we can share and celebrate our city's artistic creativity, and Local 802 is glad to partner with Times Square Alliance this spring and summer to showcase the virtuosity and energy that Broadway musicians bring to the area every day," said Tino Gagliardi, President, Local 802 American Federation of Musicians. "By using musicians from Broadway, New Yorkers and visitors in Times Square will hear performers who come from across the globe and play music of all styles and techniques - a fact that is emblematic of the district's status as the Crossroads of the World. We are thrilled that these live musical performances will be done under a contract that guarantees fair pay and treatment of musicians, and we thank the Times Square Alliance for helping to bring the magic of live music to the streets of Times Square."
To activate the new plazas, the Times Square Alliance has put together a series of partnerships and initiatives in five distinct categories that will launch in the coming months and beyond.

These include:

- **DESIGN** – Times Square: an ever-changing place of experimentation and innovation in design:
  - **The New Pedestrian Plaza** – The reinvented public space in Times Square creates a simple and flexible pedestrian plaza – a new stage for public life and activities in Times Square. After decades of studies to manage the pedestrian congestion and vehicular traffic in Times Square, Snøhetta’s Broadway Plaza is the first architectural solution to be realized.
  - **Vestre Furniture** – Vestre launches a new outdoor furniture line, April Go, developed in collaboration with Craig Dykers of Snøhetta.
  - **Custom designed Kiosks by Urbanspace**
  - **“I Scream!” – graphics lead to Ice Cream for Charity**
    § Fired up about the state of the nation, graphic designer Chelsea Lipman created a philanthropic retro ice cream shop for Times Square that will feature Vendy-award-winning Ice & Vice ice cream with 5% of sales going to charity.
  - **NYCxDesign** – Times Square to showcase NYC design excellence as the hub of NYCxDesign
    § Times Square will host the Design Pavilion, the Design Pavilion Market, and be one of the central hubs for information and all things during NYCxDESIGN
    § **NYCxDesign Information Hub** – for the first time, Times Square will be the NYCxDesign Information Hub disseminating and sharing information on all NYCxDesign events around the city of New York in celebration of design.
    § **NYCxDesign Pavilion** – A five-day outdoor cultural event featuring established and emerging design talent in the heart of Times Square. The Pavilion serves as a public center for the city’s official design weeks, providing a showcase for innovation with interactive exhibits and a new Design Pavilion Market with cutting edge souvenirs.
    § **NYCxDesign Talks** – In addition, Times Square will host a number of NYCxDesign events including a talk about the Times Square Transformation by Tim Tompkins and Craig Dyker on May 3 at 6pm on the Red Steps on Duffy Square.

- **PUBLIC ART** – Times Square Arts: creating a cultural district that taps into the city’s best-known artistic assets and offers a platform to lesser-known and lesser-heard voices from around the city and the world.

- **TSQ NYC MKT** – Times Square is bringing distinctive and unexpected NYC food and retail offerings to the public square. Partnering with Urbanspace, Times Square is curating an ongoing and ever-evolving set of food and retail options that reflect the diverse and creative
entrepreneurial energies of NYC’s independent food and retails communities.

**ENTERTAINMENT + EVENTS** – Times Square will be presenting regularly-scheduled entertainment and events that exemplify New York City’s passion and talent.

- **TSq Presents NYC** - live music in the TSQ MKT by performers from Broadway Buskers and Notes from the Underground will be presented daily at lunch (12-2pm) and during happy hour (5-7pm) to showcase the talent of NYC from the subway platforms to the Broadway stages, in a casual setting in the Crossroads of the World.
  
  § **Broadway Buskers**, presented in partnership with Local 802, American Federation of Musicians, brings Broadway’s talent out of the pit, out of the wings, and on to the plaza.
  
  § **Notes from the Underground** brings talent from the subway platforms to the Broadway Plazas in partnership with the MTA MUSIC Under New York program.

- **Crossroads Conversations** (April 21 and May 16) presented in partnership with Van Alen Institute. Participate in a 10-minute conversation with a stranger, facilitated by a journalist in front of the Red Steps, that encourages engagement in thoughtful dialogue on the most pressing issues of our time in an iconic public space. Each event takes place from 6-7pm and is free and open to the public.

- **Taste of Times Square** – June 5
  
  § Reflecting its neighborhood, Taste of Times Square is one of New York City’s most accessible and diverse outdoor food festivals, where attendees can enjoy international tastes offered by the leading restaurants of Times Square, while listening to quirky and talented New York City street performers all along 46th Street’s Restaurant Row.

- **Solstice in Times Square: Mind Over Madness Yoga** – June 21
  
  § Mind Over Madness Yoga: Frazzled New York yogis who wouldn’t imagine themselves chilling out in Times Square join those who have made the pilgrimage from beyond New York to celebrate the longest day of the year with an all-day yoga festival. Attendees are challenged to find tranquility and transcendence in the midst of the world’s most commercial and frenetic space.

**CELEBRATE WHAT WE HAVE** – Times Square will rediscover and nurture our most distinctive entrepreneurial, architectural, cultural and historic assets.

**Broadway Pedestrian Plaza History and Facts**

Following the closure of Broadway to car traffic in 2009, Snøhetta’s design for the permanent pedestrian plazas cleared out decades of old infrastructure cluttering the square while creating a unified ground plane from building front to building front. Ten 50-foot long granite benches that allow pedestrians to move through the area more comfortably, complementing the energy of the lights and excitement above. Since completion in 2016, the reconstruction has doubled the amount of pedestrian-only space at Manhattan’s core.
The project site, known as the “Bowtie,” forms the heart of the Times Square Theater District, and is bounded by Broadway and 7th Avenue between 42nd and 47th streets. Since the Bloomberg administration closed Broadway to vehicles in May 2009, and the first of Snøhetta’s pedestrian plazas opened to the public in spring 2014, the transformation has already had a significant impact on public safety, economic output, and user experience. Pedestrian injuries have decreased by 40%, vehicular accidents have decreased by 15%, and overall crime in the area decreased 20%. And with the removal of vehicles, air pollution in the Bowtie area has fallen by as much as 60%, making the space safer and healthier for everyone. Over 80% over visitors now agree that the pedestrian plazas make Times Square feel safer.

In addition to the benefits to public health and safety, surveys show that New York residents, tourists and Times Square Employees all feel that the pedestrian plazas improve the experience of being in Times Square. For instance, 93% of visitors agree that the pedestrian plazas make Times Square a more pleasant place to be, while 88% of New York residents agree that the plazas give Times Square a unique atmosphere that was not there before.

Understanding the magnitude of these crowds and patterns of movement was fundamental to creating a successful new life for one of the most iconic public spaces in the world. Situated between Port Authority Bus Terminal on the west and Grand Central Station on the east, it functions as one of the key gateways to New York City: On average, 330,000 people move through Times Square every day. Accordingly, the five new plazas were designed to accommodate multiple speeds of pedestrian circulation with subtle design gestures that empower people to move in a natural, comfortable way through the space.

Snøhetta’s design is inspired by Times Square’s past and its rich entertainment history – a duality that influenced both the larger concept and the project’s details. Times Square’s signature buildings and spectacular signs - the glowing walls of the Bowtie - create an outdoor room right in the heart of Manhattan. Snøhetta’s design creates uncluttered pedestrian zones and a cohesive surface that reinforces the Bowtie’s role as an outdoor stage. This clear and simple ground surface made of precast concrete pavers creates a strong anchor for the space, allowing the excitement of Times Square’s commercial components to shine more brightly above. The area’s new two-toned custom pavers are embedded with nickel-sized steel discs that capture the neon glow from the signs above and playfully scatter it across the paving surface, referencing marquee lights and Times Square’s theater history.

Ten fifty-foot long granite benches oriented along the Broadway Axis define and frame the area’s public plazas. These benches manage pedestrian flow, creating interior pockets or eddies for people to stop and gather. Simultaneously, this allows for continuous thoroughfares on either side of the benches for quicker foot traffic. Rather than adding more visual distractions like signage, the design harnesses more implicit gestures such as the benches and renovated curbs brought up to street level, allowing users to feel psychologically at ease in an often-overstimulating public space. New power and broadcast infrastructure embedded in the benches eliminate the need for of diesel generators, temporary power cables, and broadcast equipment, enabling swift and efficient set-up and break down of the over 350 public events that place in the Square annually. With a significant positive impact on public safety, air quality, and economic output, the project has transformed Times Square into a world-class civic space that reflects the
best of Times Square and New York City, allowing the “Crossroads of the World” to retain its edge while refining its floor.

To download high resolution images of the pedestrian plazas click [here](#).
To download a brochure outlining the programming click [here](#).
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